Here x 1 denotes the history up to t of the measurable real valued stochastic process x, {Ktl is a real-valued Wiener process based on some probability space C fi, P 3, Ci = 2 1,23 are functionals defined on R x X, X being a past history 2 space, and F,H are functionals defined on R x X x R and f^»*^ The object of the present paper is to obtain sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of C1.13-C1.23. 
Statements of results
Before proceeding to the statements of our main results, we shall setforth some preliminaries from Mizel and Trutzer [8] and hypotheses on the functionals involved in CI.ID-CI.23 which are to be used throughout the paper.
Let X denote a past history space i.e. a product space R x L.£CR + :RD, C R + = [0, aO, R = C-oo, ooD D, where 1 < p < oo, is the space of all measurable functions * : R + ->R such that P J" |«CsD | pCsDds < oo . 0 On the space X we define the norm as A function x : C-oo,a 1-»R is said to be 'admissible with respect to J if x l « X for each t S a.
We first list the following basic assumption used in ovJlr subsequent discussion.
-80 -CA^D Let (Kt3, t > tQ be a one-dimensional motion on a probability space C fi, P 3. Further let be an increasing family of o*-fields in the probability space G generated such that pCtD is ^-measurable for any t > 0. Suppose jf^ , tg > 0 be the space of measurable stochastic processes xCt3, t < tn t 0 such that x c X for a. e. co and such that for every such t, xCt3 is independent of < ft u f)t , u > tn >. The first condition implies, by the structure of the space X, that x*" e X t 0 for all t < tp a. It is easy to observe from the proof of Lemma 2. A in [8] that the process x*" is measurable.
In the process of proofs we are using the following notation, the first time C after t = tQ 3 that the process x^ intersects X\D if such time t e ttQ, T1 exists, and 9 -T, otherwise. Also * t denote by 9 the analogous stopping time for the process y .
Then 9 = 9* a. s. in C^ and with suitable modifications. We omit the details.
Proofs of Theorems 1-3
We define the sequence of random functions xn as follows :
x CtD » x_Ct3, for t < tn and for all n > 0, xQCt:> = x_CtQ3, for t > tQ. various applications and we hope to succeed in the study of these problems in our forthcoming paper.
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